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Introduction

Considering ... that the emancipation oflabour is neither a local nor a national, but
a social problem, embracing all countries in which modem society exists... this
International Association and all societies and individuals adhering to it, will acknowledge
truth, justice, morality, as the basis of their conduct towards each other, and towards all
men, without regard to color, creed, or nationality. From the "Inaugural Address and
Provisional Rules of the International Working Men's association," -Karl Marx, 1864.1
Finding out the truth can hurt to the depths of one's soul. Proud American
citizens have recently learned the truth of the re-emergence of sweatshops from New
York to California. It can be difficult to grasp the idea that everyday in the United States
people are working for far less than minimum wage in deplorable conditions. After all,
American politicians frequently give advice to Third World countries on how to set up
labor laws and establish safe working conditions.
There are several reasons for the re-emergence of sweatshops globally. The
competition for work has caused wages to decrease at a shocking rate. Workers in
different countries are pitted against each other by large retailers and manufacturers. Third
World garment workers, and many American garment workers are living similar lifestyles.
They sew a variety of patterns for famous designers and private store labels, while the
patterns of their lives remain unchanged. For some, the noise of sewing machines drowns
away hopes for a better future. Many garment workers around the world suffer in silence.
Poverty, high rates of unemployment, and fear of factory owners are some of the reasons
why they do not speak out and seek help from others in positions of power.
Factory owners keep the general public in the dark about sweatshops conditions.
These factory owners fear that if the public discovers the conditions of garment workers
they will boycott those products. Locations of sweatshops often escape notice because
they are often set up in abandoned buildings and older apartment buildings. However,

1Terry Boswell and Dirnitris Stevis, "Globalization and International Labor Organizing: A

World-System Perspective," Work and Occupations 24 (August 1997): 288.
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some progress is being made. Lawsuits are forcing the United States government to take
action. The purpose of this paper is to examine why sweatshops have re-emerged globally
and what strategies are being utilized to help garment workers worldwide in their struggle
for decent wages and to be treated like human beings.

3

Chapter One:
The United States Government, Industry, and the Return of the Sweatshop

March 25, 1911, was an historic day in the United States, a tragic day that should
never be forgotten. On Washington Place and Greene Street in New York City, at the
Triangle Shirtwaist Company, one hundred forty six women and children fell victim to
fire.2 The factory had unsafe working conditions: the doors were locked and the workers
could not escape. These conditions persisted in the industry, despite this tragedy, until
1938, when President Franklin Roosevelt signed the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).
This law prohibits child labor and provides overtime and minimum wage requirements. 3
During the years after the passing of the FLSA, it appeared that the problems of
sweatshops had been contained. However, changes in the industry soon provoked a
re-emergence of the sweatshop. The garment industry was becoming global. The
globalization of the garment industry paralleled two United States demographic
revolutions. First, during World War II the rate of women entering the paid work force
increased at a rapid rate. Second, the relaxation of immigration quotas in 1965 from
Latin America, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa provided the garment industry with
unskilled workers eager for work of any kind. 4 Prior to the 1950s, all of America's
garments were "Made in the U.S.A." Rare materials, such as Italian silks, British woolen,
and Irish knits, that usually only a few people could afford, were imported. 5 The return
of sweatshops started in the 1950s when strong unions were working to increase wages

2Jean-Claude

Khoury, "The Re-emergence of Sweatshops," A European Review 7
(January 1998): 56.
3Ibid.
4
Miriam Ching Louie, "Immigrant Asian Women in Bay Area Garment Sweatshops,"
Amerasia Journa/18 (1992): 3.
5Jo-Ann Mort, "Return of the Sweatshop," Dissent 35 (Summer 1998): 363.
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for garment workers in New York. Companies responded by moving to the southern
region of the United States and eventually offshore to Asia in search oflower wages and
high profits .6
In the 1980s, the amount of apparel goods imported into the United States
increased at an alarming rate, many of them coming from East Asia. The United States
apparel finns began to search for the cheapest labor in Mexico, Central America, and the
Caribbean. 7 Furthermore, there are currently one hundred and sixty countries taking part
in the apparel producing industry. 8
Increasing cheap imports depressed wages as employers inside the United States
tried to compete with offshore production. In the mid-1980s changes in the immigration
laws made it illegal to fire undocumented workers. 9 The garment owners preferred not to
hire citizens because they would have to pay them minimum wage. Immigrant workers
could be taken advantage of and not paid decent wages. The garment factory owners
knew that immigrants who could not apply for a legal job such as a secretary or cashier,
were at their mercy.
Modem day sweatshops exist partly because of the intense competition in the
industry and because of large consolidations of small retailers into huge outlets. This
extreme competition is reducing retail prices, causing retailers to cut their costs. 10 Nicole
Miller, a design retailer and manufacturer based in New York, expressed in News hour
"The western world is saturated with goods, and the big retailers use their bargaining
power to squeeze the prices, and shop for the lowest charging manufacturers. In fact,

6Ibid.
7Edna Bonacich and Jill Esbenshade, "Can Conduct Codes and Monitoring Combat

America's Sweatshops?," Working USA (July/ August 1999): 21.
8Ibid.
9Flier compiled by UNITE Research Department, possession of Dr. Rebecca Johns,
University of South Florida.
10Jbid.

because of very low switching costs retailers have the luxury to play contractor against
contractor, constantly driving the price down for their goods." 11 The garment industry is
like a pyramid. At the bottom are the contractors who employ seamstresses, cutters,
trimmers, and pressers. 12 Contractors never want to turn down big orders. They shop
around to find the cheapest subcontractors to fill the order. Jobbers purchase cut and
uncut pieces to contractors and decide where the finished products will be shipped.
Manufacturers can drive down prices by cleverly playing contractors against each other.1 3
Another role ofthe manufacturer is to design garments and calculate the cost of
labor and retail prices. It is also their duty to find buyers and retailers. 14 Clever
manufacturers are finding ways to go around the law because there are no longer big
garment orders. 15 Many of the big garment orders are going to sweatshops overseas, so
sweatshops in America are doing 'rescue orders' for stores. A ' rescue order' is for a store
that needs no more than 200 pieces in a few days. Retailers have difficulty tracing the
origins of their garments because of the large number of subcontractors. 16 Retailers
make their profit by selling garments at a markup rate averaging 31 percent. 17 Low
prices set by the retailers and manufacturers keeps the sweatshop industry alive. Today's
shopper hardly ever sees the "Made in the U.S.A." label "Made in China" is more
common. However, it does not mean that the garment was completely assembled in
China. Anyone who is up for a good challenge can try to trace the journey of a modem
day article of clothing. Part of the reason for this confusion is that a large majority of

11 Jean-Claude Khoury, "The Re-emergence of Sweatshops," 59.
12Ibid.
13Miriam Ching Louie, "Immigrant Asian Women in Bay Area Garment Sweatshops," 8.
14William J. Holstein, "Santa's Sweatshop," US. News & World Report (16 December

1996): 50.
15Edward Barnes, "Slaves of New York,"

Time (2 November 1998): 72.
16 Jean-Claude Khoury, "The Re-emergence of Sweatshops," 59.
17Miriam Ching Louie, "Immigrant Asian Women in Bay Area Garments Sweatshops," 8.
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merchandisers use hundreds of vendors and suppliers. Therefore, the merchandisers have
little knowledge oftheir supply chains. 18
The suppression of the basic rights of freedom of speech, freedom of association
and bargaining collectively are what keep workers from being able to change sweatshop
conditions. A report released by the Los Angeles American Jewish Congress (AJC)
identified causes of sweatshop recurrence as the influx of cheap imports, fierce
competition and the weakening of organized labor. 19 AJC suggested that increased
consumer pressure through "vocal shopping" and monitoring by independent community
groups would be required to lower the abuse of garment workers. 20
In 1986, an immigration act that made employers accountable for hiring illegal
aliens protected garment industry workers from unfair treatment. 2 1 Many workers do not
complain about the conditions in the garment sweatshops because they are afraid of being
deported. Garment shop owners prefer to hire illegal workers over legal. An illegal
worker cannot do anything if his wages are withheld or decreased. In 1995, state and
federal agents in El Monte, California discovered a modem day horror. A large number of
Thai immigrants were living life as slaves. Sixty-four Thai nationals admitted to making
fifty-six workers work seventeen hour days for as little as $2 an hour in order to repay
their transportation fees.22 The minimum wage of $4.25 was never paid to the workers.
They received $1.60 an hour for an average work week of eighty-four hours. 23 For
example, Vuttiphong Vutthiboompronsak was recruited for employment from his native

18Heather Hiam-White, "A Look At ... Manufacturing Christmas: Their Labor, Our Gifts,

Your Choices," The Washington Post, 20 December 1998, sec.C, 3.
19Anonymous, "Report Underscores Industry Labor Problems," Apparel Industry
Magazine (March 1999): 13.
201bid.
21 Edward Barnes, "Slaves ofNew York," Time (2 November 1998): 72.
22 "Slavery in America: In Some Sweatshops, it Still Happens," St. Petersburg Times, 5
August 1995, sec. A. 5.
23 Ibid.
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Thailand in the United States and helped to get a tourist visa. Mr. Vutthiboompronsak
arrived in the United States only to work as a slave for four years after his passport was
confiscated upon immediate arrival. Another worker, Y at, stayed in the El Monte
complex as a slave for two and a half years, even though she had paid for transportation
from Thailand to America.
Upon investigation, a safe at the El Monte complex contained $750,000 in cash,
blocks of gold and bank records containing transfers of funds to different banks.
Fortunately, the agents were able to arrest ten of the Thai factory owners on counts of
smuggling and violating minimum wage regulations. There was a similar discovery of
slavery at the Somis ranch in California' s Ventura Valley in the early 1980s. This time the
immigrants were of Mexican heritage, they were paid less than a dollar an hour with a
work day starting at three in the morning till eight in the evening. 24 Cristobal and Emilia
Hernandez worked for Kelly Sportswear, a Guess contractor, for five years until the
Vietnamese owner "Robetto" closed the factory in the Los Angeles suburb of El Monte.
According to former employees, "Roberto" forced workers to pay money back to him at
the end ofthe week if they had not completed the requirements of their quotas. He made
his pay book contain false information to indicate that he was paying his employees the
minimum wage (about $200 a week), but in reality they made as little as $120. Former
employees also stated that "Roberto" did not allow them to punch in upon arrival at work,
which allowed him to avoid paying workers for their overtime. 25
Illegal immigrants from China' s coastal Fujian Providence have paid $48,000 or
more to get to America. New York City's Fujian Association reports that there are about
500,000 illegal immigrants from the province in America. New York City has attracted
Chinese illegal immigrants because of the decrease in labor- law enforcement and the

24Ibid.
25William J. Holstein, "Santa's Sweatshop," US. News & World Report 16 (December
1999): 60 .
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garment industry's pressure to keep up with Third World competitors. Wing Lam, head
of the Chinese Staff and Worker's Association, acknowledges that Chinatown has always
bad illegal immigrants and hidden sweatshops. He also thinks that the western coast of the
United States does a better job enforcing labor laws.
New York sweatshops are often small in size. Some nonunion operation have
fewer than twenty sewing machines with Chinese workers. A current Department of
Labor Study found that 90 percent of the garment shops in New York are under the
ownership of Chinese people. About 40 percent of the garments produced in these
Chinese-owned sweatshops goes to Wal-Mart and K Mart.26
Labor Secretary Alexis Herman encouraged retailers to join the United States
Department of Labor's fight against sweatshops. In February, the Department' s Wage
and Hour Division focused on the following cities for enforcement: Los Angeles, Dallas,
Chicago, New York, and Santa Ana, California. In 1997, the United States Department
ofLabor discovered more than five hundred employees who were cheated out of their
wages and overtime totaling more than $325,000. In April, nine Los Angeles- based
contractor shops were caught not paying three hundred employees overtime which
summed up to be more than $235,000. One of these shops had the nerve to make its
computer time-keeping system to show payments for overtime that in reality the
employees never received. 27
Another area where sweatshops are found is Beattyville, Kentucky which has a
dense population of one thousand, eight hundred. Beattyville is a typical town in the
Appalachian foothills. There are not a lot of employment opportunities. Six hundred fifty
women work at the Lion Apparel factory producing uniforms for the military. Lion' s main
factory, in Dayton, Ohio, has a $51,000,000 contract with the military, which spends

26Ibid.
27Fay Hanses,

"Sweatshop Sweeps Continue To Net FLSA Violators," Compensation
and Benefits Review 29 (Sept/Oct 1997): 12.

about $800,000,000 annually on uniforms. The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has cited Lion thirty-two times in the past twelve years. The violations
include failure to provide employees with face protection, not training employees how to
use dangerous chemicals, and not showing employees how to use portable fire
extinguishers. In 1997, the Union ofNeedletrades, Industrial, and Textile Employees
(UNITE) attempted to organize the employees of Lion but failed due to employees' fear
of management. 28
Garment manufacturing jobs in the United States are being lost. London Fog
Industries Inc., was established in 1922 in Baltimore. The company produces raincoats
and outerwear. In October 1994, the company closed its last three American plants laying
off seven hundred people after failing to settle with its main union. Edward M. Krell, vice
president of investor relations said, "In the end, if you boil through it all, its an economic
issue."29
In November 1997, Levi Strauss & Co. announced it would be closing eleven
manufacturing plants. The company had decided before that if production and profitability
did not increase it would have to close plants. Most apparel manufacturers that move
their businesses to Third World countries do not worry about their former American
employees well being. Levi Strauss & Co. did think about the workers that they were
leaving behind. The company gave $200,000,000 in severance benefits and also assisted
employees on how to receive federal funds from the Job Training Partnership Act, Trade
Adjustment Assistance, and NAFTA Transitional Adjustment Assistance Programs. All of
Levi's employees were eligible for a $6,000 allowance that could be used for business
start-ups, relocation, and dependent care. Levi Strauss & Co. offered eighteen months of
continued health-care coverage and a $500 bonus if an employee found a new place of

28Mark

Boal, "An American Sweatshop," Mother Jones (May/June 1999): 46-51.
29 "London Fog Will Close its Last Three U.S. Plants," Wall Street Journal, 5 August
1994, sec. A, p .5.
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employment. "I was surprised that they did anything," notes Jennie Niccum, a former
sewing machine operator of the Fayetteville, Arkansas facilities. "That same week
another company in the area closed three plants. They just shut the doors and said, "See

ya." "Levi's has taken care of its people very well."30
El Paso's Proactive Reemployment Project, known as PREP was designed to
retrain 400,500 displaced workers in June 1998. The United States Department ofLabor
funded the project for $45,000,000. The goal was to make the project model ofhow to
retrain workers who live along the United States-Mexico border whose jobs have been
lost due to the passing of NAFTA. $25,000,000 was spent by PREP only to place three
hundred and seventy -five workers in jobs. It seems that vocational schools benefited
most from the program. One school, the American Institute of English, earned
$2,000,000 from PREP for renting a vacant bank building in the downtown area ofEl
Paso to hold training sessions. The program did not meet its objectives to train mostly
Spanish-speaking workers. A large majority of the workers cannot understand English
well enough to pass a high school equivalency test. 31 This is an example of a good
attempt that went wrong due to a lack of planning.

30Suzette Hill, "Life Goes On," Apparel industry Magazine (September 1998): 76.
31 Neal Templin, "Anatomy of a Job' s Program that Went Awry--In Texas, a $45 Million
Grant Aims to Help 4,500 Workers, But Only 375 Find Jobs," Wall Street Journal, 11
February 2000, sec. B, 1.
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Chapter Two:
Global Working Conditions and Wages

Half of the nation's 22,000 sewing businesses have been classified as sweatshops
by federal and union officials. A work place where there are violations of both health,
safety, and wage-hour laws is a technical definition of a sweatshop.
According to UNITE"s Research Department the word sweatshop was originally
used in the 19th century to describe a subcontracting system in which the middlemen
earned their profit from the margin between the amount they received for a contract and
the amount they paid workers with whom they subcontracted. This margin was said to be
'sweated' from the workers because they received minimal wages for excessive hours
worked under unsanitary conditions.3 2
It is not illegal for employers to request or demand employees to work long hours

under federal law, according to a Department ofLabor Spokesman. The Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA) states that employees are supposed to be paid time and a half for
hours worked over forty hours a week. For piecework, the pay should be equivalent to
the federal minimum wage, plus 50 percent extra for hours worked past forty in a week.
The FLSA lets workers collect unpaid back wages for up to two years or longer
depending on the investigation conducted. The Labor Department's Wage and Hour
Division has a network of :fifty-three district offices across the country to enforce labor
laws. In 1998, the Wage and hour Division collected $121,000,000 in back pay for
overtime for employees .33 $9.56 is the average hourly wage of an United States apparel
worker. A base monthly salary of$1 ,656 is what the average American apparel worker

32Rebecca Johns

and Leyla Vural, "Class, Geography, and the Consumerist Turn: UNITE
and the Stop Sweatshop Campaign," Environment and Planning 32 (2000): 1197.
33 Kristen Downey Grimesley, "What an Employee Can Do When a Plant Looks Like a
Sweatshop," The Washington Post, 7 February 1999, sec. H, 5.
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makes. The minimum wage base salary for a California apparel worker comes to around
$ 6. The same work is done in Mexico for one fifth of the United States' minimum
99
wage. 34 There is a large difference between productivity and wages. In Mexico for
example, apparel workers are approximately 70 percent as productive as their American
counterparts; however, they earn about 10 percent as much per hour, according to surveys
conducted by Kurt Salmon Associates Inc., an Atlanta based apparel consultant.
"The people really making the money are United States' retailers," said Raoul
Verret, Vice Chairman of Werner International Inc., a New York Apparel management
consultant.3 5 Garment workers in poorer countries earn less than their American
counterparts because they produce a :fi·action of garments produced in the United States.
Developed countries have a cost advantage because they have a lower cost per unit
production. One way to raise the overall wage level and working conditions in less
developed countries is to increase the productivity of workers. This can be achieved by
investing in more physical and human capital.
Trade sanctions have the opposite effect; they appear to reduce the incentive to
invest by lowering the return capital. According to a 1996 study by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, greater openness to trade seems to be paired
with an increase in better labor standards, including freedom of association.
Charles Kernaghan, executive director of the National Labor Committee, has been
an outspoken critic against labor exploitation by United States' Corporations. In Haiti and
Honduras, worker piece rates on garments for companies such as Disney and Wal-Mart
often equal less than five tenths of a percentage of the price of the finished garment. 36
Disney maintains almost four thousand contracts with other companies that assume the
34Ilse Metchek, "Only Half the Story and, as Always, the Unfortunate Half," Apparel
Industry Magazine (May 1999): 86.
35 Aaron Bernstein, "Sweatshop Reform: How to Solve the Standoff," Business Week (3
May 1999): 186.
36Ibid.

right to manufacture Disney products, some of which are sold in Disney Stores. Sri Lanka
and Indonesia produce stuffed animals and clothes for Disney because they are some of
the world's lowest cost labor countries. Workers received twenty-eight cents an hour, or
roughly $13 a week to stitch in a Port-au-Prince Disney Pocahontas T-shirt factory or hem
101 Dalmatians sweatshirts. A small children's sized sweatshirt and pants set can be sold

in the United States for about $19.29.
Rats have invaded a Disney factory in Port-au-Prince. The toilet was placed next
to the worker's only available drinking water. Women garment workers reported that
they were contracting infections from the water. The company's solution to the problem
only consisted of pouring chlorine into the water. Cambodian garment factories are not
any better than the ones in Port-au-Prince. Cambodia is an attractive investment
destination for garment manufacturers that have already reached their quota limits in
Thailand and Malaysia. The garment factories in Cambodia are not a wonderful place for
the youth to spend their time. The company continues to force young women and some
pre-teen girls to work twelve hours seven days a week inside of a locked building.
Garment factory managers are not permitting workers to use the toilet when they need to
and are underpaid, according to the Cambodian National Assembles' labor and human
rights commissions .37
Nike is a popular clothing label. Tennis, basketball, and golf sports heroes wear
Nike. Media exposure of recent discoveries ofNike's factory conditions have tainted its
image. Newspapers have reported that Asian workers are working for as little as eighty
cents per day. "I do not want to be a billboard for a company that would do these things,"
said James Keady, a graduate assistant soccer coach at St. John's who quit in 1998 rather
than wear the swoosh logo as part of an endorsement deal between Nike and the nation's

37Letters to the Editor: Cambodian Sweatshops: The Cruel Realities," Wall Street

Journal, 18 March 1999, sec. A, 24.
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)argest Catholic University. 38 Nike Chairman Phil Knight, in a speech to the National
Press Club, said that the company would raise the lUring age to eighteen at its foot wear
plants and to sixteen at its apparel plants. The changes in hiring will not affect the current
work force. In Indonesia, the minimum working age is fourteen. Nike claimed that it
would not employ anyone one under sixteen, but its competitors would. Monitoring
programs in the plants, education, and a small business loan program are some of the
things Nike's Chairman promised employees in developing countries. Plans to improve air
quality standards at all of the company' s three hundred fifty overseas plants, where
500,000 people work was also on the agenda. Nike owns one hundred and eighty plants
in Asia alone, which employs about 350,000 people. Critics did not think that Nike's
Chairman addressed the main problem, which is that workers are not paid a living wage. 39
Employers paid Asian workers in China and Vietnam $1.60 per day, whereas, Untied
States companies in Indonesia paid their workers less than a dollar a day working for
United States companies. These employees need $3 a day to maintain an adequate living
standard. A California investment manager, John Harrington, suggested that Nike could
double Indonesian workers wages to $1 .60. In order to do this, Nike would have to cut
$20,000,000 out of its one point 13 billion dollar advertising budget (less than 2 percent.)
Phil Knight's wealth is estimated to be close to 3.5 billion dollars, compared to a garment
factory worker's monthly income of$20. 40
The United States and Europe account for 40 percent of global apparel
consumption, according to the European Textile Association. The Clean Clothes
Campaign, started in 1990, brought together human rights, labor and religious groups in
nine branches across Europe, to put pressure on companies by exposing their use of
38 William McCall, "Nike Battles Backlash From Overseas Sweatshops," Marketing News

32 (November 1998): 14.
39Bill Richards, ''Nike to Increase Minimum Age in Asia for New Hirings, Improve Air
Quality," Wall Street Journal, 13 May 1998, sec.B, 10.
40William McCall, ''Nike Battles Backlash From Overseas Sweatshops," 14.
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aweatsbop labor. Clean Clothes Campaign organized a "people' s court" in Brussels for

CJk,A, one ofEurope' s largest retailers, allowing a Zimbabwe supplier to suppress unions.

The organization helped Italian journalists to uncover a Benetton subcontractor using
child labor in Turkey. In Germany, a member of the Clean Clothes Campaign discovered

that a factory in El Salvador producing clothing for Adidas-Saloman was forcing fourteen

year old girls to work seventy or more hours a week. Employers limited young girls use
of the toilet to twice a day. If a girl stayed on the toilet for more than three minutes she
would have a day's wage deducted. Management tested workers for pregnancy and fired
them if the test came back positive. The company also fired people who supported the
union. After pressure from the Clean Clothes Campaign, Adidas took action against the
factory's owner, Taiwan based Formosa Textile, to force the company to stop mandatory
overtime, hiring under aged workers, and pregnancy tests. "Our brand is associated with
high ideals such as commitment and honesty, and the consumers need to be sure that these
words apply to our supply chain as well as the sports arena," said David Husselbee,
Adidas director of social and environmental affairs. A few European apparel companies
are adopting new codes of conduct for minimum labor conditions. Unfortunately, most
employers are fighting against independent monitoring and wage increases because of
fierce competition. "We must be responsible, but also pragmatic," said John Greene, the
head of codes of conduct for C&A in Brussels, which is one of Europe's biggest clothing
retailers.4 I
A large focus in determining the mistreatment of garment workers is defining a
living wage. The Council on Economic Priorities has come up with a way to define a
living wage in each country. The first step is to establish the local cost of a basic food
basket that would provide 2, 100 calories per day for each individual. The second step is

41 William Echikson, "It's Europe' s Turn to Sweat About Sweatshops,"

(19 July 1999): 96.

Business Week
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e out how much of the household income is spent on food. Divide the number into

togur
fi

one to get the total budget multiplier. The third step is to multiply the food spending
amount to get the total per person budget for living expenses. The final step is to multiply

by ha}fthe average number of household members in the area. If the basic food basket
costs fifteen dollars a week, there are 5.6 people per household, and families spend 40
percent of their income on food. A living wage would be calculated by multiplying 15.1
by 2.8 by half of 5.6 plus I 0 percent. The total is $115 a week, what the worker needs to
earn in order to have a basic food basket. 4 2
One hundred seventy four countries are members of the Intenuttional Labor
Organization, which has made ending child labor and encouraging more schooling its main
objective. In 1996, according to the International Labor Organization, countries with the
highest percent of children aged ten to fourteen that work full time or part time were :
Bhutan 55 percent, Mali 54.5 percent, Burkina Faso 51 percent, Burundi 49 percent, East
Timor 45.4 percent, Uganda 45.3 percent, Niger and Nepal45.2 percent. 43 Three years
later in 1999, the International Labor Organization surveyed countries to find out how
'many children between the ages often and fourteen were still in the workforce. The
results were :
Country

Mali
Burkina Faso
Niger
Uganda
Senegal
Bangladesh
Nigeria
Haiti
Turkey
Ivory Coast

Percentage of children aged 10-14 in workforce
54%
51%
45%
45%
31%
31%
26%
25%
24%
20%

42Aaron Bernstein, "Sweatshop Reform: How to Solve the Stand Off," 186.
43 Hennan Carey and Anne R. Wiederwohl, "USA Snapshots: Children at Work," USA

Today, 4 December 1996, sec. A, 1.

...
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Pakistan
Brazil
India
China
Egypt

18%
16%
14%
12%
11%

The International Labor Organization estimates that approximately 250,000,000 children
ages five through fourteen are employed part time or full time and that a large majority
work under dangerous and abusive conditions.44 Twenty percent of employed children
suffered illness or injuries directly related to their job, according to one national survey
conducted by the organization. 45 However, the International Labor Organization did not
reveal which countries were subjects in the survey.
The Associated Press hired Douglas L. Kruse, a labor economist for Rutgers
University, to analyze data collected by the federal government that included monthly
census surveys and other population statistics. Kruse concluded that, in 1996, 290, 200
children were employed illegally in the United States of America. 59,600 children under
fourteen were included in his survey findings. 13,100 children worked in garment
factories that had numerous labor violations.46 For example, Grayson Sewing in Sherman,
Texas had under age children working. Vielesee Cassell and six other children found by
federal investigators working twelve hour days folding and bagging up dresses. The seven
children were between the ages of nine and fourteen. Grayson customers include JC
Penney. The United States Labor Department has investigated Grayson Sewing three
times since 1993, and has classified Grayson as a sweatshop.47

44Judy Mann, "Working to Protect Children From Work," The Washington Post, 8

December 1999, sec. C, 14.
45
William Branigin, "Pakistani Youth Become Focus of a Campaign Against Child Labor,
Hazardous Conditions Cited in Shops Marketing Surgical Tools," The Washington Post,
16 June 1999, sec.A, 16.
46
"All Work and No Play Children Earn a Few Dollars a Day, Working Long Hours in
Harsh Conditions. Vietnam? Mexico? No- the United States," Tampa Tribute, 14
December 1997, Final Edition, 1.
47Ibid.
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The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 attempted to put a stop to "oppressive child

labor" in the United States. Children have to be sixteen to work at factories or during
school hours. All children under fourteen years old are not allowed to work unless it is on
8

fann. Twelve year olds are not permitted to do many farming jobs but can work on their

parents' farm or on a small farm. 48
In 1999, President Clinton journeyed to Geneva to encourage the International
Labor Organization to adopt a treaty to put an end to child labor abuse. President Clinton
stated in his speech to several hundred delegates," We must go further ... We must wipe
from the earth the most vicious forms of abusive child labor. Every single day, tens of
millions of children work in conditions that shock the conscience." 49 Alexis M. Herman,
Secretary of Labor, said that tens of millions of children are working in dreadful
circumstances: "Child labor is a very old problem, but the recent rapid growth of
international trade has raised grave concerns by consumers. We know many of these
goods today are made by children." 50 The International Labor Organization adopted the
convention and the United States' Senate approved it on November 5, 1999; President
· Clinton signed the document at the World Trade Organization conference. This made the
United States the first industrialized country to ratify the treaty. The countries that agree
to ratify the treaty have to "take immediate and effective measures" to ban and get rid of
the worst forms of child labor and to give children free education. The treaty requires that
International Labor Organization member countries submit an annual summary of child
labor occurring in their countries. "I believe having an annual reporting process and a
document for the first time that will hold member countries accountable will be powerful
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politicallY along with moral persuasion," said Alexis Herman. "For consumers today, this

will be 8 powerful document." 51
Some western critics do not take into account that not so long ago child labor was
considered acceptable in Europe and the United States. For instance, in 1890 the United
States Census Bureau recorded more than 1.5 children between the ages often and fifteen
employed. The parents of the employed children did not want to admit they broke the law
by allowing their children to work. 52
Not all countries are willing to make an effort to stop child labor. In 1997, Atlanta
held the Bobbin Show, an industry show. Mohammed Hafizul Islam Chowdhurry, an
apparel manufacturer from Bangladesh, attended the show. He reported that more than 30
million-including children-work in the apparel industry in Bangladesh, and that American
people do not understand how important those jobs are. "Why are Americans against
child labor?" he asked. "It is good in my country because it keeps children off the streets
and out ofprostitution." 53 In Third World countries, schooling laws are effective when
they are paired with financial benefits for keeping their children in school for eight or more
years. A few countries in Latin America are considering starting programs to pay
impoverished families an annual amount of money for each child who stays in school until
the age offourteen or fifteen. 54
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Chapter Three:
Mexico, the Caribbean, and NAFTA: A Regional Focus

The passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994, has
allowed Uruted States manufacturers to employ 600,000 new workers in Mexico. This
rapid pace of growth has been compared to the southeastern Uruted States in the 1960s
and 1970s. Harry Watson, director of the Center for the Study of the American South at
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, said that "Mexicans are experiencing many
ofthe things that Southerners experienced earlier in the century. You name it: Migration
of capital, the creation of new industrial jobs, changing expectation of consumer culture
and changing customs in the work place. ,55 Garment manufacturers are aware that lowpaying jobs are accepted by workers because they are accustomed to depending on more
than one income. For example, Cecelia Lopez, a seamstress employed by a garment
factory in Celaya, Mexico earns fifty Uruted States dollars per week for assembling
industrial uniforms. Cecelia's father never earned as much as fifty Uruted States dollars a
week, and two other incomes help the Lopez family survive. 5 6
Mexico's cities such as Mexicali, Chihuahua, Reynosa, and Torreon are located
near the Uruted States border. These cities face water shortages, waste accumulation,
increased crime rates. Mexico's north section is attracting young uneducated peasants
with limited career skills. American civilization has left its mark in Torreon, Mexico
where there is now an Ace Hardware Store, a Grease Monkey Lube Shop, a Hertz car
55
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rental agency, a Sirloin Stockade, and a Domino's Pizza.

The garment industry's

influence is changing the lives of rural people. In Coapan, a suburb of Tehuacan there is a
tradition of learning to fashion tortillas that has been passed on to Mexican girls for
centuries. Many ofMexico's young women have decided to stop selling tortillas door to
door. The garment industry provides an opportunity to earn more money. Rosa Albino
de Cortez, whose route includes households that she has served for over fifty years shared
information about her daughter, Lucia Cortez. Lucia earns 225 pesos a week working in a
gannent factory, which is a lot more than making 100 pesos divided with three other
women selling tortillas door to door. 5?
The second largest city in the state ofPuebla in the Sierra Negra region of Mexico

is Tehuacan. Mexico City is three hours to the southeast. Before the garment industry
came in the 1970s, the city's fresh water was used to make refrescos (soda pops). One
hundred sewing factories were located in Tehuacan by the early part ofthe 1990s. Since
the passing of NAFTA, four hundred sewing factories have been built. The population
doubled from 150,000 to 300,000 due to people looking for jobs in the apparel industry.
The local indigenous people are descendants of native groups such as Popolocos,
Mazatecos, Nahuatl, and Mixtecos, who have been driven from the countryside. These
indigenous people have to work in garment factories known as maquiladoras. Tehuacan
is no longer known for its fresh water. The city is now a major producer of blue jeans,
with 60 percent of its apparel being denim. The United States often produces and cuts
denim and ships it to Tehuacan to be sewn in maquiladoras. 58
Many ofthe maquiladoras' workers have never been employed by an industrial

finn.

The indigenous people that come from the mountains often have very little

education and speak Indian dialects that contain no Spanish. These workers are
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vu)nerable to exploitation. The Independent Movement ofMaquiladora Women, a union
formed ten years ago, did not last long. Gumbo Amaro Ramirez, the union's leader, was
assassinated in 1989. In Tehuacan there bas not been an independent democratic union
.
R . ,
d 59
movement smce armrez s mur er.
Four maquiladora workers at the following factories in Tebuacan: Vaqueros
Navarra, Lavapant, Top Jean and Cantabria were interviewed in February 1998 by Human
Face Tehuacan, Human Rights Commission representatives and the United States fact
finding delegation. American designer jeans are produced at all four maquiladoras. A
sewing machine operator in the state of Puebla earns about 33.65 pesos a day which is
equivalent to $4.20 in United States dollars. Less skilled maquladora workers who do
manual labor are paid less than pressers. A basic market food basket, or canasta basic de

alimentos, for a family of five in Mexico in June 1997 cost 2,200 pesos a month, which is
equal to 275 United States dollars. This figure does not include the costs of health care,
hygiene products, clothing, transportation, or housing. A maquila worker at Vaqueros
Navarra reported that she had to spend 72 pesos or 9 United States dollars a week out of
her weekly salary of 280 pesos on transportation. Workers usually do not make even
half of the necessary 2,200 pesos a month. Many workers have daily production quotas
that have to be completed. Failure to complete the assigned quotas results in the
employees having to stay late into the night with no paid overtime. In the worst case,
workers are forced to do veladas (all nighters) once or twice a week at Vaqueros Navarra,
Lavapant and Cantabria with no extra pay. The companies post security guards outside
the factories to keep workers from leaving until their quotas have been finished .
Employers withhold identification cards and exit passes from workers as another means
of keeping them working. Some sources report that children under fourteen have been
working at the factories, a direct violation ofMexican law. Employers force women to
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take pregnancy tests and do not allow them to work if they are indeed pregnant.
Companies impose fines on late or absent workers regardless of their situations, despite
the fact that under Mexican law fining employees is illegal. Employers do not supply
proper safety equipment in the factories to protect hands and eyes. Armed security guards
pat down employees at the end of their shifts, in order to be sure that they are not stealing
jeans or thread.60
United States apparel producers are expanding in Mexico instead of in the United
States. Guilford Mills Inc., a Greensboro North Carolina Manufacturer, spent
$100,000,000 on a dyeing, knitting, and finishing plant in Altamira, Mexico. Burlington
Industries Inc. spent $200,000,000 in October 1997 to build two fabric plants and a
joint-ventured facility with Parkdale Mills Inc. to produce cotton yarn in Morelos,
Mexico.61
In September 1994, DuPont' s failed Initiatives Inc. project came to an end after
only 16 months. The project involved a subsidiary offering private label sportswear in an
attempt to establish DuPont as a manufacturer of finished apparel. DuPont spent
$10,000,000 on this failed effort.62 DuPont and a local partner, Alpek, spent
$450,000,000 to build a new nylon factory and to expand an existing nylon factory.
''Producing the fabric here is the next step," said Horacio Ojeda, head ofbusiness planning
for DuPont Mexico's fibers division. 63 DuPont established the Nustart apparel training
and production complex in Morelos. In July 1997, as a joint venture between DuPont S.A.
de C.V., Burlington Industries Inc., Guilford Mill Inc., and Group Alfa created Nustart,
also called "Textile City," as a way to maximize the sale of their fibers. The idea behind
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"Textile City" was that a large munber of companies would create synergies for various
manufacturers. Only two swimwear companies, as of September 1997, have agreed to
64
manufacture in Nustart.
Two million people live in Sonora, making it the second biggest Mexican state
after Baja California. The city has a port and a railroad. However, most maquiladoras
have their goods delivered by truck. There is a four lane, toll highway from Nogales,
Arizona to the southern city ofNavojoa. The distance between these two cities is close to
400 miles.
Sonora uses incentives to attract companies, such as a one-year exemption from
the 2 percent payroll tax, and a 50 percent reduction in land registration fees. In addition,
land prices are low. In the city of Obregon, is located in the southern part of Sonora,
land sells for $20 an acre. The land' s market value is about $70 an acre. Sixty-six foreign
owned maquilaoras have settled in Sonora since 1998. The arrival of the new
maquiladoras caused a 25 percent increase to 326 factories employing 95,750 workers.
All of these maquiladoras received tax incentives. Ghim Li, an Asian garment maker,
plans to invest $1 ,000,000 in building a new plant with 500 job openings.
"The labor is much more stable than in transient border towns," said Chai Seng
Chua, Ghim Li' s Corporate Service Manager.65 San Francisco's Gap and Tommy Hilfiger
are some of the brands that will be produced. If profits are made, Ghim Li will add
20,000 new employees to its payroll over a three year span.
The Tijuana-San Diego region has attracted 90 new maquiladoras, 130 expansions,
and 48,000 new jobs in 1999. Baja California has 1,000 maquiladoras that employ more
than 200,000 workers. In 1998, the Southwest Center for Environmental Research and
Policy, jointly run by several Mexican and United States universities, conducted a study.
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Their predictions were that the Tijuana-San Diego region would face chronic traffic jams,
waste disposal crises, and a shortage of water supply by the year of2020 if the population
growth does not slow down.

66

Mexico's main export products are clothing. Man-made fiber (MMF) trousers,
cotton and MMF knit shllis, MMF bras, cotton underwear, and cotton trousers (mostly
jeans) are the main apparel items exported out of Mexico. Asian and the Caribbean
countries are no longer the top apparel exporters. Mexico took the following rankings
away from these countries: Hong Kong as the number one exporter of cotton trousers;
Honduras for cotton knit shirts; Taiwan for MMF knit shirts; and Dominican Republic as
the number one exporter ofMMF bras. 67
The Mexican jeans sector had two important developments. In 1997, United
States manufacturers relocated their denim cutting operation hoping that on January 1,
1999, there would be an elimination ofthe remaining tariffs. Joint ventures have increased
the quality of denim being produced in Mexico. Cone Mills Corporation joined a
partnership with Compania Industrial de Parras, Mexico' s largest textile producer. Their
partnership is called the ConeParras project. ConeParras built a $110,000,000 denim
manufacturing plant located in the northern Mexican state of Coahuila. The plant is able
to produce 24 million linear meters of denim annually. Levi Strauss & Co., JC Penney's
private label Arizona, and Wrangler jeans are made from denim produced in the
ConeParras plant. 68 Jill Coleman, a market development manager for Avery Dennison,
said that "Full package offerings are becoming a competitive necessity for Mexican
producers. Each contractor/ supplier is expected to offer a total program from cutting,
sewing and assembling to making floor ready merchandise, complete with product
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jdentffication."69 The Camara Nacional de la Industria del Vestido (CNVI) reported that

tbefe was a 17.3 percent increase in 1997 or $353,000,000 ofMexico's full package
apparel production compared to 1996. CNIV predicts that by the year 2005 the full
package exports from Mexico will be greater than one billion dollars. 70
Mexican retailers meet the garment producing needs of Latin America and the
United States instead of Asia. In 1998, Mexico took the title of number one supplier of
textile and clothing away from China. China is now the second largest apparel supplier to
the United States. China' s imports to the United States in 1998 fell4 percent to 4.3
billion dollars.7 1 In 1990, Mexico exported $700,000,000 worth of apparel to the United
States. In just seven years, Mexico' s exports to the United States surpassed 5.3 billion
dollars. The passage ofNAFTA in 1994 is one reason why exports have risen at such a

high rate. 72

Mexico sent 1.6 billion dollars in garments or an increase of 33 percent

over 1997, to the United States in just the first three months of 1998. At the of 1998,
Mexico's figures were up by 29 percent or 6.5 billion dollars over 1997. 73 The National
Textile Industry Chamber estimated that between the years of 1998 and 2000 Mexico
would spend 1.2 billion dollars to modernize garment plants and build new ones. 74
Mexico's Secretariat ofFinance and Public reported that Mexico's gross domestic product

has increased 5 percent annually. According to Mexico ' s National Institute of Statistics,
Geography and Information, the unemployment rate has gone from 4.5 percent in January
of 1997 to 2.8 percent in January of 1999.75 Manufacturers save money even though they
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exican gannent workers an average of $6 a day because it takes three to four

pay M

weeks to get merchandise from East Asia. David Greene, a consultant for Integrated
Technical Services, a Miami firm, stated, "I see Mexico becoming the Hong Kong of
Central and South America." 76 Asian investors are trying to keep their share ofthe United
States market. Bancomext held a trade fair in Guadalajara, Mexico that attracted forty

Asian textile and garment manufacturers. Yangtze River United Economic Development
(Nanjing) Co. plans to build a cotton fiber plant in the western state of Culiacan. Nien
Hsing ofTaiwan is going to spend $118,000,000 to build a denim fabric and garment
factory. "We want to develop the whole textile and garment chain," said Jamie Farell
Campos, promotion manager for the industry at Mexico ' s export bank, Bancomext. 77
The trade agreements have significantly impacted the garment industry by several
regional trade agreements; the most important of these are the Caribbean Basin Initiative,
Caribbean Basin Initiative parity, and NAFTA. The Caribbean Basin Initiative was
launched in 1983 by United States President Ronald Reagan to promote economic growth
and stability in a region that was otherwise likely to experience revolutionary turmoil, and
to increase the markets for United States goods. Trade grew between the United States
and the Caribbean from 13 billion dollars in the year of1982 to 37 billion dollars in 1998.
During these years, the United States 3.2 billion dollar trade deficit turn into a 2.8 billion
dollar surplus. The initiative countries are now the sixth largest market in the world for
American goods. 7 8 They include Caricom, or the Caribbean Community, and ten other
nations. Caricom, a trade and economic bloc created twenty-five years ago, includes
Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica,
Montserrat, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
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Trinidad and Tobago, and Suriname. The leaders with the highest economies are Trinidad

and Tobago, Guyana, Jamacia, and Barbados.
The Caribbean Basin region forms the United States's ''third border" and contains
important bodies of water such as the Panama Canal. The Caribbean has many advantages

for apparel manufacturers: there are no language barriers, constantly changing customs
regulations, long distances, or poor infrastructures. Tourism provides income for many
Caribbean natives; however, the tourist industry cannot provide jobs for everyone.
Efficient and inexpensive communication systems and well-planned transportation are the
focus of development plans. "Our location in respect to the United States, though very
important, is only one of our advantages-we have carefully engineered our industry's
development in many ways," explains Francisco Escobar, President of the Central
American/Caribbean Textile and Apparel Council. "Free zones and plants are
conveniently located close to airports, and it is getting easier for companies to meet their
United States partners' communication needs. Privatization of the phone company has
brought down costs and increased precision, as well as added email and toll free
connection capability," he added.79
Under the Caribbean Basin Initiative, merchandise from a member country can be
imported to the United States duty free if certain conditions are met, if the product is
whoUy produced in a beneficiary country. Alternatively, the product is acceptable if it
has been completely changed into a brand new and different article in a beneficiary
country. Duty free benefits are given ifthe estimated value ofthe article consists of at
least 35 percent of materials produced in one or more beneficiary countries. 80

In 1986, President Reagan introduced a special access program called "Super
807''. Super 807 was created to provide greater access to the United States and its
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JD8fkets by eliminating quotas for Caribbean-produced clothing made from cloth woven
and cut in the United States. 81 The Court oflntemational Trade (CIT) ruled in 1997
garments that are enzyme or stone-washed in the Caribbean Basin Initiative nations would

be able to receive duty reductions upon arrival to the United States. A similar case
occurred in July 1996, when the Court oflnternational Trade ruled that men's permapress
pants were entitled to duty reduction because they had been cured through an oven baking
process.s2 The Caribbean Basin is one of the best markets in the world for United States
products. 75 percent of the region's goods and services are imported from the United
States. The United States exports more goods to Central America than to the former
Soviet-bloc nations combined, and Caribbean Basin countries represent the tenth largest
export market from the United States. 83 The increase in purchases from the Caribbean
Basin nations from the beginning of the Caribbean Basin Initiative in 1983 to 1990 created
close to 200,000 trade related jobs in America. 84
Currently, United States buyers and manufacturers are attempting to develop a full
package business in the Caribbean and Central America to compete with Mexico and Asia.
Ten years ago the "Big Three" refereed to then as Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan
accounted for 42 percent in full package production imported to the United States. The
Central American and Caribbean region only imported 8.2% compared to Mexico's 2.5%
of the total amount of apparel imported to the United States. The statistics have changed
through the years. In 1997, the Caribbean and Central American region supplied 25% of
overall United States apparel imports. Mexico alone accounted for 14% of United States
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jJDports, compared to the Big Three, supplied less than 15 percent of apparel goods to the
United States during 1997.

85

Some of the Caribbean Basin Initiative countries rely on 807 programs more
heavily than others. The Dominican Republic, Jamaica and Costa Rica depend mostly on
807 trade. Many Caribbean Basin Initiative countries have expanded their trade in non807 goods. On the other hand,

Guatemal~

Honduras, and El Salvador have a large

amount of non-807 business.86 The most difficult challenge for the Caribbean Basin
Initiative countries is to convince potential United States customers that their vendors are
able to produce high quality fashion products that in the past were produced by Asian
contractors.
San Juan is Puerto Rico' s primary port for both imports and exports; it is the
fourth biggest port in the entire western hemisphere. Another advantage in Puerto Rico is
that half of its work force speaks both English and Spanish fluently, and the average
hourly wage in the manufacturing sector is $8.08, far less than what American garment
workers are paid. 87
El Salvador's traditional economy prospered on sugar, cotton and coffee, but
The Caribbean Basin Initiative produced the "maquiladora" industry to boost private
investment and trade.

The United States Harmonized Tariff Schedule 807 provision,

which guarantees levels of access to the United States market ifthe finished product is
comprised of material manufactured and cut in the United States helped the apparel and
textile industries in El Salvador. Jose Ricardo Alas, executive of programs and
promotions of inversion and diversification of exports for the Salvadoran Foundation For
Economic and Social Development (FUSADES) predicts that apparel exports by the year
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will exceed the one billion amount reported by the Dominican Republic in 1992 .
2000
.A]as admits that El Salvador has a more expensive labor cost compared to other countries
in the Caribbean, however, "it compensates with quality and productivity." 88
Since NAFTA went into effect in 1994, the Caribbean Basin apparel manufacturers
have lost a lot of business to Mexico. "The North American Free Trade Agreement
eliminates all duties on Mexican products, but only 5 percent of the total Caribbean
exports to the United States receive duty free benefits via the Caribbean Basin Initiative,"
commented Bennet Marsh, trade policy and legislative director ofthe Caribbean and Latin
American Action, a Washington, D.C.- based business group. "The discrepancy, coupled

with easier, overland transportation and an ability to secure far cheaper labor than is
available in Caribbean Basin countries, gives Mexico a real advantage," he said. 89
"Shippers will consider exploring Mexican manufacturing capabilities and products based
on the North American Free Trade Agreement' s (advent)," said Myles Frechette, assistant
United States Trade Representative for Latin America and the Caribbean. "However,
many companies have established economically sound business arrangements in the
Basin," he added. "Consequently, some of the firms realize that pulling up (Caribbean)
stakes and starting again in Mexico would not necessarily yield a financial savings. ,90
The "Caribbean Basin Initiative Parity" legislation designed to give the region the
same trade benefits as Mexico. The legislation has not passed, but there are currently
people working on getting it passed.9 1 The versions ofthe bill would require that
American made content make up 80 percent of any garment shipped from the region to
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qualify for duty free benefits. If enacted into law, The Caribbean Basin Initiative Parity
could provide an 10 billion dollar increase for United States yarn, textiles and thread
manufacturers who have had a hard time competing with Asia's lower priced imports. 92
Carlos Moore, executive Vice President of the American Textile Manufacturers Institute,
stated "More than fifty United States textile plants have closed or announced they were
closing during the last fourteen months, and more than 30,000 textile workers have lost
their jobs." 93president Clinton at the Miami Summit in 1995 and at a Central American
regional Summit in 1997 promised that he would work on getting the parity passed. The
legislation focused its attention on whether or not to give the President "fast track"
authority to expand the North American Trade Agreement.94
The Caribbean Basin Initiative Parity has supporters. The United States-Caribbean
Trade Partnership Act (CTPA) is important to the United States' s competitiveness in the
apparel industry. If it is passed, the United States would be able to form trade
partnerships with companies located in the Caribbean Basin. The partnerships would
provide quota and tariff relief to help keep American apparel manufacturing cost down
and jobs at home. Without United States-Caribbean ')oint-production" partnerships, all
the jobs are likely to go to Asia.
The Caribbean Trade Partnership Act enforces strict rules and limitations to
protect American industries. For instance, it requires that only United States made yarn
and fabric can be used in Caribbean apparel production. As the Caribbean countries
economies increase, they will be able to buy more American made goods, which will help
keep jobs in the United States. 95
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The American Apparel Manufacturers Association has supported the Caribbean
Basin Initiative trade enhancement since 1983. The Association represents American
companies that produce more than 85 percent of the clothing sold at wholesale for the
United States 180 billion dollar retail market. 96 Jim Kolbe a Republican Representative
from Arizona, thinks that passing the Caribbean Basin Initiative Parity will help the
Caribbean remain competitive with Asia when the World Trade Agreement takes effect.
"Whether we like it or not, we live in a global economy," Kolbe declares. "As a result,
United States textile production is moving. There is nothing we can do about that. But
we can enhance the competitive position of our neighbors to the south. It helps us
eliminate poverty and drug trafficking in the region through market led economic growth.
And it helps us expand economic opportunity at home. The more the cmmtries of the
region grow, the wealthier they become, the better able they are to buy our cars,
computers and candy."97
Some United States labor advocates see the Caribbean Basin Initiative Parity as a
threat to American jobs. Economist Robert Scott ofthe Economic Policy Institute in
·Washington thinks that the Caribbean Basin Initiative Parity is "a get-rich quick scheme
for a few apparel contractors," arguing that the market for apparel from Caribbean Basin
countries will collapse after 2005, when apparel quotas are phased out under the 1994
World Trade Organization Agreement. Companies that shift production to the Caribbean
under the Caribbean Basin Initiative Parity would move to Asia as soon as the quotas
disappear.98 In October of 1996, 849,000 workers were employed in United States
apparel factories. In the following year, there were 802,000 jobs, a loss of 47,000 jobs.
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some critics blame trade policy for the loss of American jobs because of the abundant
supply of cheap labor overseas. 99
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A) allows producers in Mexico
to enter the United States market without paying high tariffs. The apparel manufacturers

can obtain cheap access to the United States market and at the same time pay their
workers an average of $1.05 an hour. This rate is approximately 20 to 68 cents an hour
more than Chinese workers are paid. Production time to market time has been reduced by
50 to 75 percent compared to Asia.
Some people claim that the main reason production has shifted from Asia to
Mexico is because of the location. Apparel executives are able to avoid media and
government officials. They like Mexico's environment because it is easier to get away
with illegal practices. The North American Free Trade Agreement between the United
States and Mexico was passed in 1994. It is estimated that 1,500,000 people work in
more than 12,000 apparel plants in Mexico. 100 The trade agreement allowed the United
States apparel manufacturers the opportunity oflower production costs and cheaper labor.
Cities and states in Mexico's interior are over-taking the country' s border towns in
ability to attract foreign owned factories and capital as a result ofNAFTA. Sonora offers
"a little bit ofthe best ofboth worlds; labor stability and superior infrastructure connection
with the ports and to the border," said Raul Hinojosa, a research director of the North
American Integration and Development Center at the University of California-Los
Angeles, which studies the global economy and its impact. 101
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Before the passage ofthe NAFTA, apparel manufacturers were limited to using
807

based production sharing arrangements now classified under 9802 tariff regulation.

More than 90 percent ofUnited States apparel imports from Mexico prior to NAFTA
were "re-imports," or garments assembled of pre-cut pieces that had been shipped to
Mexico by United States firms under the 807(9802) regulations. NAFTA has caused the
relationships between Mexican and American firms to strengthen. For example, Los
Angeles, California-based Garment Services International (GSI), a private label
manufacturing firm, keeps in close contact with its northern Mexico factories through
regular site visits and state of the art communications. According to Jim Reach, the
president and co-owner of GSI, "With the new computer system our production people on
this end are better able to have a partnership with our factories. We know how to
properly feed work {to the Mexican factories} and how our efficiencies were for a day."
A couple of ways to categorize the new breeds ofNAFTA production alliances is
by the corporate/legal relationship between the United States company and its Mexican
affiliate; and by the cross border distribution of pre production and production activities.
Most often, the financial interests for the United States companies include, but are not
limited to; shared ownership of production facilities; capital investment in a maquiladora;
the establishment of a wholly owned subsidiary in Mexico. 102
A Los Angeles manufacturer has begun to do full-package production in Mexico
through a unique "sister -factory'' strategy. The firm, which produces licensed goods for a
for a large Southern California manufacturer/marketer, convinced several of its United
States sewing contractors and stone washing specialists to open factories in Mexico.
Therefore, the manufacturer, which is an investor in the Mexican facilities, is able to
continue working with contractors that understand its processes and requirements, while
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taking advantage of low Mexican production costs. 103

Doug Ellis, president of the

AIJlerican Textile Manufacturers Institute (ATMI), commented, "There is almost universal
agreement among United States textile industry executives that the NAFTA formula has
been very helpful. The idea of combing the high-tech textile manufacturing in the United
states with the labor intensive apparel cutting and sewing in Mexico is a formula that
works. We are seeing more companies looking seriously at doing additional business in
Mexico." 104
Not everyone supports NAFTA. Roger Milliken ofMilliken & Co. said that
NAFTA has been" a disaster that is ruining our industry, and we are about to make the
same mistake with respect to the Caribbean Basin." He declares joint United States and
Mexican denim manufacturing operations have resulted in a 300 million square yard
increase in Mexican imports and an oversupply that is depressing market prices and textile
stock values and wiping out United States jobs. 105
Bruce Raynor, secretary/treasurer of the Union ofNeedletrades, Industrial &
Textile Employees (UNITE), considers NAFTA to be outrageous. He said the textile
mdustry leaders who promoted NAFTA are ''hypocritical," because ofthe way they said
Mexican apparel plants would use United States-made fabric, and now they are investing

in textile manufacturing plants in Mexico that are displacing United States textile jobs.
''They misled the public, the politicians and textile workers," he said. Since 1995, the
United States has lost 202,000 apparel jobs and 65,000 textile jobs due to imports,
productivity improvements, closing inefficient plants and company downsizing and
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restructuring. I 06

Since the passage ofNAFTA in 1994, 400,000 apparel and textile jobs

. t he
have been lost m

urute
. d states. 107

Members of the World Trade Organization have agreed to eliminate quotas on
textile and apparel products among member as of December 31 , 2004 under the
Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC). 108

It requires developing countries to

permit greater access to their markets for products :from developed countries and for trade
with each other. 109 The United States has apparel and textile quotas with 46 countries,
37 of which are World Trade Organization (WTO) members. The United States has
agreements with non-WTO members such as Taiwan and China but they will not be
eligible for the quota liberalization unless or until they become members. II 0 The
American Apparel Association's economist, Carl Priestland, announced that the WTO's
textile and apparel agreement will help "if in fact the United States puts the screws to the
countries that do not open their markets as promised." He said failure to achieve NAFTA
like parity for the Caribbean will mean that apparel production in those countries will
continue to decline. The United States International Trade Commission reported that
trade between Canada and the United States has increased since the passage of the United
States-Canada Free Trade Agreement in 1989. John Adams, president ofthe American
Textile Manufactures Institute, believes the changing trade patterns are "very favorable
trends" which are benefiting the United States industry and creating export-based jobs.
He told Textile World that NAFTA and the special agreements with the Caribbean Basin
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nations are paying dividends, but added that "to be truly globally competitive it is not
to trade with our NAFTA and Caribbean partners alone." 111
enough
Between 1995 and 1998 Mexican apparel exports to the United States increased
11 9 percent. Mexico is a critical market for the United States because it buys 1 dollar for

every 10 dollars the United States exports. United States exports since NAFTA are up 33
percent. The United States trade with Latin America alone could surpass trade with Japan
and Europe by 2005. 112 This amount surpasses Hong Kong, South Korea, and China
which are part of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) region. 113
High quality goods that require complex operations and detailed work are
produced in the Far East. Retailers such as Federated Department Stores Inc., JC Penney,
KMart, Nike, Donna Karan and Liz Claiborne have sourcing programs in the Far East.
After World War II in the 1950s and 1960s, Japan was the location of a large amount of
garment production. In the past twenty years, Japan's exports has switched from clothing
to electronic equipment and automobiles. South Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong were
known as the "Big Three" Asian apparel producers during the 1970s and 1980s taking the
title from Japan. South Korea even today, has a reputation for wonderful printed silk.
However, South Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong have begun to export more automobiles
and electronic equipment than garments.
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Chapter Four:
Solutions I : Non profit, Industry and the Law

The Council of Economic Priorities' (CEP) social accountability 8000 standard is
the first global standard on ethical sourcing. Eileen Kaufman, CEP programme director,
told Supply Management that the standard has been drawn up to focus on ethical sourcing
unlike the hundreds of codes that individual companies have created for their suppliers.
She said while the code trend was laudable, this fragmentation was "wasteful and
inefficient" for buyers and suppliers. "Efforts are hampered by a lack of consensus," she
stated. 114 Commonly called SA 8000, the standard was created for worldwide
distribution and has a third party registration scheme. SA 8000 is supposed to ease
customer concerns about worker rights and other related issues. 115 Companies such as
the Body Shop, Sainbury's, Toys R Us, and Reebok helped develop SA 8000. The
standard was modeled after United Nations and International Labor Organization
eonventions and deals with important issues such as working hours, health and safety,
child and forced labor, fair pay, and management systems to deliver safe guards. 116

The

standard went into effect in October. The SA 8000 is based on the ISO 9000
management system. There is, however, a difference because SA 8000 has performance
and systems requirements. In order to earn a certification to SA 8000, employers must
pay a decent amount of money to workers so that they can afford their basic necessities,
provide a safe working environment, maintain a maximum 48 hour work week, no child or
forced labor is allowed. 11 7 Companies have to apply for SA 8000 the same as ISO 9000
114Anonymous,
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by submitting to a rigorous audit and accreditation process. If the applicants are

successful, they earn an accreditation that will last for three years with surveillance audits
.
hs 118
conducted every siX mont .
The SA 8000 is an international system. The advisory board includes
representatives from human rights organizations, unions, United States and European
retailers. The following companies are committed to following SA 8000 procedures: The
Dutch WE Europe, France's Promodes, Germany's Otto Versand, and Italy's Coop Italia,
with combined sales total over 75 billion dollars. 11 9It is expected that the SA 8000 will
have a positive effect on improving working conditions.
Not everyone thinks that SA 8000 is a positive standard. Howard Knicely,
executive vice president ofHR and communications with TRW, Cleveland, who also
serves as the chair of the Labor and Employment Policy Committee of the United States
Council for International Business in New York feels that the SA 8000 is to be
approached with concern and caution. "I do not subscribe to things like SA 8000. Ifyou
read it closely, you will see that compliance can be very onerous on companies that do not
feel the need to have certification. It is voluntary, but it strongly encourages the use of
outside parties to audit standards and practices. It is not in the same ballpark as quality
and environmental standards. There are also questions on where it comes from." 120
Fifty-eight multinational members of the Industry Corporation on Standards and
Conformity Assessment (ICSCA) announced that they do not approve of SA 8000. Some
union members are worried that the standard will not make a real change. "We are
concerned that CEP's monitoring process will be used as a cover by companies to reassure
the public without doing anything different," said Mark Levinson, chief economists at
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UNJTE .121 The SA 8000 does not take into account global diversity and the fact that

there is no universal culture, according to Martin Bennett, vice president for training and
consulting at Cendant Intercultural in Chicago, "It is often a question of cultural versus
business definition of issues. Removing discrimination based on national origin, for
instance, could take the United States right out of some foreign markets because United
States companies would have to pay United States wage rates instead oflocal rates." 122
On October 18,1999, Reebok International Ltd. released the first independent
factory audit undertaken by a human rights group, on two Indonesian plants. Liz
Claiborne Inc. also released an audit a couple of days later, with a report of a Guatemalan
factory. Mattei Inc. presented a review of eight plants in four countries including specific
labor standards. All three companies mark the first time that companies let independent
outsiders with experience in labor issues to go through their factories and announce
violations public. 123
In the Summer 1996, the former Mayor of Atlanta, Andrew Young released a
report in conditions in 350 plants around the world that belong to Nike. The report was
·not very harsh and Nike agreed to make improvements. In the beginning ofNovember, a
human-rights group in San Francisco leaked a confidential Ernst & Young audit of a Nike
plant in Vietnam. The Ernst & Young report included evidence of sweatshop conditions
that Andrew Young claimed never to see. It is important that third party auditors report
the truth. The Ernst & Young audit found violations ofVietnamese labor and
environmental laws. However, Ernst & Young audit did not find violations on forced
overtime and physical and verbal abuse by managers, according to Transitional Resource
& Action Center (TRAC), the San Francisco human rights group that issued the report on
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November seventh. TRAC claimed that Ernst & Young missed the abuses because it did
not conduct interviews with workers away from the factory. TRAC also concluded that
Ernst & Young mistakenly certified that the plant in Vietnam was following the minimum
wage of 19 cents an hour for a 208 hour month. Ernst & Young figures show that the
factory pays workers only $45 for 267 hours a month, 20 percent below the minimum
wage law. 124
GAP has the best monitoring program in existence according to a human rights
group. In 1996, GAP set up a plant in El Salvador. The retailer does not pay a consultant
instead it relies on an outside group composed of local church, university, and labor
leaders who interview workers off site and mediate their complaints with management.125
Joseph Rodriguez, chainnan ofthe Garment Contractors Association of Southern
California (GCA) thinks that in order for monitoring to be more effective state and federal
departments of labor should name companies that have a clean record to an "A-list". The
Department of Labor should spot check companies rather than inspect regularly. "If any
of them fall off the wagon, by all means take them off the list." Rodriguez said. "But by
aspiring to be on that A-list, companies could establish good records on their own."l26
UNITE's chief economist Mark Levinson, told Bobbin he believes that monitoring is not
effective. UNITE is urging companies to disclose more information about their
manufacturing operations. "Companies should publicly disclose where their work is being
done, both domestically and internationally," Levinson said. "Sweatshops can only exist if
they are hidden." 127
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The Camara Nacional de la Industrial del Vestido (CNIV), MeXico ' s national
apparel industry association petitioned its membership to support the principles outlined

by the American Apparel Manufacturers Association (AAMA) in its Responsible Apparel
Production Program (Rapp). RAPP, which began in the end of 1998. It is an
international plant certification tbat is based on a set of twelve production principles
designed to eliminate work place abuses. The apparel manufacturers claim that the RAPP
principles are more comprehensive than some existing labor laws. The principle presents
guidelines for work schedules, freedom of association, discrimination, compliance with
local customs, and control of illegal drugs. Under RAPP, manufacturers must apply tbe
principles along with labor laws that apply in the country where the apparel is
produced. 128 Sara Lee, VF, and Jockey International are members of the AAMA that
make up 85 percent of the 100 billion dollars in wholesale clothes sold in the United States
every year. The AAMA's code of conduct requires that companies pay only the existing
minimum wage, not the prevailing industry one, whicb is often bigber. The AAMA plans
to set up an independent association and wants to approach human rights groups and
universities about joining. AAMA has also been working with Elliot Schrage, a Colwribia
University business professor who is active in activities that have to do with preventing
sweatshops. "I doubt if we will have unions involved, since we are management folks."
said AAMA President Larry K. Martin.I 2 9 The chairman of AAMA Marty Granoff, who
is also chairman of Val D'or Inc., said that AAMA's new compliance monitoring plan will
use one of the Big Seven accounting firms and a third-party outside monitoring service, as
well as add retailers to monitoring apparatus. "If our retailers only buy from accredited
factories, I think we could go a long way toward solving the problem," Gamoff observed,
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concluding, "I'm glad the issue is coming to the front because it helps every apparel
JD811Ufacturer who operates by law ... Companies have a competitive edge on you if they
are dealing in a way that is not honest, and you are."I30
The White House Apparel Industry Partnership (AlP) included apparel firms: Liz
Claiborne, Reebok, L.L. Bean, Nike, Patagonia, Phillips Van Heusen, Wal-Mart' s Kathie
Lee Gifford brand and Nicole Miller, several nonprofit organizations, including the
National Consumers League, Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility, International
Labor Rights Fund, Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, Robert F. Kennedy Memorial
Center for Human Rights and Business for Social Responsibility. 131 The Apparel Industry
Partnership published a set of standards by which it defines a decent and humane working
conditions, including the prohibition of child and forced labor, discrimination, abuse,
freedom of association, collective bargaining, establishment of safe and healthy working
conditions, benefits, appropriate wages, limited hours of work, and overtime
compensation. 132 AlP will award firms that follow the code with a ''No sweatshop" label
for their products and an independent monitor of working conditions used by United
States companies. "This is a very big step. It creates an on going structure that did not
exist before to fight these abuses," said Gene Sperling, chairman of the President' s
National Economic Council. Sperling oversaw the task force for the White House. 133 The
pact ''will improve the lives of millions of garment workers around the world" and help
end "deplorable and unacceptable working conditions, mostly overseas but, unbelievably,
sometimes here at home as well," Clinton said in a White House ceremony. Stressing that
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the accord "Is just the beginning ," he added, "We know sweatshop labor will not vanish
overnight. He requested for "more companies to join this crusade and follow its strict
rules of conduct." 134 Phil Knight said, ''Nike agreed to participate in this partnership
because it was the first credible attempt, by a diverse group ofinterests, to address the
important issue of improving factories worldwide. It was worth the effort and hard
work." 135
The AlP's newly formed association will have the ability to modify participating
companies suggested list of factories to be inspected, and will seek out facilities that have
violations of the code, and AlP's association plans to reimburse participating companies
with the cost of cooperating with the program during their first five years.I36 Roberta

Karp, the task force co-chair woman who is general counsel at Liz Claiborne, declared: "I
can absolutely tell you that working conditions will improve. There is nothing cosmetic
about this. You paint a big target on your back when you join something like this."137
Several members on the apparel task force stated that they would like to include labels in
their products. "Nothing would please me more than to get rid of this sweatshop taint,"
said Bruce Klatsky, chief executive officer of Phillips Van Heusen. "If a label is the
vehicle for that-then, to be sure, I'd like to do it."l38
The American Apparel Manufacturers Association thinks that the Apparel Industry
Partnerships (AlP) "work place code of conduct" lacking. AAMA thinks that instituting
monitoring programs is redundant, because most American companies already have
internal monitoring programs. They believe that monitoring programs should be
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conducted by financial professionals that understand the labor laws of foreign countries
and that understand how to determine if wage and hour standards are being met. Human
rights and labor groups are not qualified to analyze confidential corporate record keeping
documents. 139 AAMA's communications director, Jack Morgan observed that Apparel
Industry Partnership's program appears to favor very large firms, which are responsible on
a corporate level for ensuring that their factories and contractors are monitored. The
.AAMA's program, he explained, focuses more on compliance responsibility that originates
at the plant level, and encourages each apparel factory, no matter how small or large, to
seek its own certification. 140
A number of manufacturers felt that AIP' s code of conduct was too strict for them
to follow. Warnaco chose to withdraw from AIP because it felt that its own monitoring
system was decent. "Right now there is a glaring absence of retailers in this process," said
UNITE's Alan Howard, assistant president. "We will not have an effective situation if
retailers, who play a critical role, are not at the table." According to Howard, some
important retailers have shown interest in the plan, but have decided to wait and see how
·the code is carried out before they commit to joining. 141 Critics have called the AIP' s code
of conduct flawed. The codes vague language and an overall lack of specificity has
allowed companies to easily break the requirements. It is only suggested that local outside
monitoring be used, not required. Outside monitoring is the most effect way to battle
sweatshop abuses. Companies can waive a 60 hour work limit without requiring
companies to pay a higher wage for overtime hours. 142 Human rights groups that are not
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members ofthe AlP task force criticized the code for not ensuring a "livable" wage for
workers. "If the president is serious about eliminating sweatshops, he must call on
companies to pay a livable wage, not just the minimum they can get away with." said
Medea Benjamin, director of Global Exchange. She said ''Nike pays Vietnamese workers
$ 1.60 a day, the minimum wage in Vietnam, but three basic meals there cost $2.1 0." The

minimum wage for Guatemalan workers is about one third of what is required for a family
to avoid living in poverty. 143
The critics also think that accounting firms that are on the task force or any others
should not monitor the factories. Independent monitoring should instead be done by
human rights groups only. 144 AlP's monitoring policy allows participating companies to
suggest which of their facilities should be checked on periodically for inspections. After
the initial implementation period, during which 30 percent of the chosen factories are
inspected, the AlP plan only periodically inspects 5 to 15 percent ofthe facilities. The
labor union also claimed that the code does not effectively address the right to organize to
be further discussed in the next chapter.l45
"Whether it adequately addresses consumer concerns over the issue remains to be
seen," said Stephen Coats, executive director of the United States Guatemala Labor
Educational Project in Chicago. For example, unanswered questions include: should
consumers be informed when factories do not follow the code? and should the company
that violated the code be excluded from putting the no-sweat label on all of its clothing, or
just the clothing made in sweatshops? "It is a recognition of the problem, and that is a
step in the right direction. But we are slightly concerned that the standards are a little
low," he said. "Apparel companies "will be shielded by the code and they will not ever
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have to live up to it," said Gerard Greenfield of Asia Monitor Resource Center. Apparel

firmS "get the best of both worlds. There is the good publicity from signing onto the code.
Then when a situation arises in Indonesia or Vietnam, they get the chance to say, well we
can not (abide) because of the political situation there," said Greenfield.I46
"I hope the code is not just a public relations gesture. I worry about how they

will monitor suppliers and subcontractors," said Chan KaWai of the Hong Kong Christan
Industrial Committee, which monitors labor conditions in China. Employers in Indonesia,
Vietnam and China, actively suppress labor organization and collective bargaining.
Foreign companies come in large numbers to special trade zones that do not allow unions

in Thailand, the Philippines and other Asian countries. 147 Critics also are concerned that
companies are putting a label on their clothing claiming that the garment was not
produced in a sweatshop. "It strikes me that in many cases this would not be the truth in
advertising. Just signing on to a code of conduct does not guarantee anything." said
Stephen Coats. Alan Howard also expressed the same concern about consumers receiving
information that is false.I48
In November of 1998, the Fair Labor Association (FLA) grew out of the White
House Apparel Industry Partnership, and is comprised ofhuman rights and industry
representatives. The FLA wrote a code of conduct which focuses on improving the
working conditions in foreign countries' manufacturing factories that are under the
ownership of Americans. Members of the FLA include: Adidas, Kathie Lee Gifford, LL
Bean, Levi Strauss & Co., Nicole Miller, Phillips Van Heusen, Reebok, Nike and
Patagonia. The companies that follow the FLA code of conduct goals hire independent
outside monitors to work with local human rights groups to inspect up to 30 percent of
146James Cox, "Apparel Firms Fashion an Apparel But Some View Plan as a Cloak of
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the factories; agree to internal monitoring of almost all factories every year; and establish
8

grievance procedure that everyone can have access to use. 149 FLA allows audits to

remain confidential but require auditors to work with labor or local human rights groups.
Critics of the FLA claim that the plan does not deal with wages or unionized rights.
In 1997, 150 Latino and Thai immigrants who endured sweatshop slavery in El
Monte, California won an estimated 2 million dollars in a lawsuit. The immigrant' s
lawyer, Julie Su said that L.F. Sportswear, Mervyn's, Hub Distributors/Miller's Outpost,
Montgomery Ward and B.U.M. all agreed to pay the immigrants an undisclosed sum of

° Four ofthe

money. The companies' representatives did not comment on the lawsuit. 15

people accused of conducting the sweatshop slavery ~ El Monte received jail sentences.
United States Secretary Herman said that the settlement, along with the criminal
convictions, "shows that our system can ensure workers a fair measure ofjustice." 151
In February 1999, three lawsuits were filed regarding sweatshops in Saipan, in the

Northern Mariana Islands is a common wealth of the United States. This is the first legal
attempt to make United States retailers responsible for mistreatment alleged by workers
.under the federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO). The
lawsuits allege that eighteen manufacturers and retailers took advantage of Saipan
garment workers and had 200 million dollars worth oftariffbreaks. These same retailers
and manufacturers distributed one billion dollars worth of Saipan made goods every year.
152 Some ofthe retailers and manufacturers that are involved in the lawsuits are The GAP,
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sears, Oshkosh B'Gosh, Tommy Hilfiger, Wal-Mart, Hecht's, Lord and Taylor' s, and

Meryn's.
More than 50,000 foreign garment workers employed by United States retailers
are involved in two federal class action suits and a companion suit in California State
court. The garment workers are seeking more than one billion dollars in damages, unpaid
wages, and returned corporate profits. 153 The garment factories in the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana' s are being charged by the United States Government for not
paying for overtime hours and forcing employees to live and work in horrible conditions.
During World War II, the United States captured the Marianas from the Japanese by and
they remain a commonwealth of the United States. Products made in the commonwealth
are not subject to United States quotas or duty taxes. The "Made in USA" label can be

sewn on all of the garments. United States manufacturers claim that products produced in
the commonwealth are unfair competition. 154
Most of the factories are owned by South Korean and Chinese people that hire a
large majority of women that are natives ofBangladesh, Thailand, China and the
·Philippines. "On an island where thousands of American soldiers died during World War
II, thousands of young Asian women are forced to endure slavery so that.. . corporate
profits can be higher," said WilliamS. Lerach, a lead attorney for the plainti:ffs. 155
Carmencita A bad, a former garment worker and a native of the Philippines worked for six
years in Saipan. In 1998, she reported on a New York news conference that she was
punished for trying to form a union in order to help Chinese co-workers. She said many
workers pay as much as $7,000 to recruiters to get the jobs, workers often live eight to a
room, must buy bug infested food from factory owners and often earn less than the local
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$3.I5 an hour. Workers are forced to "donate" up to twenty additional hours per week to
the owners. 156 "If they complain , " Abad said, "Chinese workers can be beaten or
punished." "This abuse occurs while U.S. retailers watch," she said. ' I have seen many
times the GAP inspector come into the factory look at the garments and fabric, then turn
and walk out the door," she said the retailer' s "code of conduct" is posted, but only in
English, which Chinese workers cannot read. 157
In 1999, a Washington based human rights group called the Global Survival
Network conducted an undercover investigation for eight months to discover the working
conditions in the Mariana. The group concluded that the United States territory "has
become a center ofintemational human trafficking operations." The group's director,
Steven R. Galster, posed as a New York clothing buyer and used a hidden camera to
document his visits to garment factories and meetings held with industry officials in
Saipan. The video footage shows Chinese women sewing in unsafe conditions in
overcrowded factories. Recruiters charge workers up to $1 0, 000 each to get the jobs,
telling the workers these jobs pay generous salaries "in the U.S.," Galster said. Under a

'1976 "covenant" with the United States, the commonwealth set its minimum wage at
$3.15 an hour and is exempt from federal immigration laws. The law allows 38,000
foreign guest workers from China and the Philippines. Foreign workers that work in the
private sector outnumber the 27,000 native islanders and other United States citizens, who
have a 16 percent unemployment rate. 158
Another example of a legal strategy involves Kwan Lai, a seamstress that filed a
lawsuit against Donna Karan International, and a contractor who makes clothes under the

156 William Branigin, "Top Clothing Retailers Labeled Labor Abusers; Sweatshops

Allegedly Run on U.S. Territory," 14.
157Ibid.
158 William Branigin, "Human Rights Groups Urges Action on Saipan : Report Details
Abuse ofMinimum-Wage Garment Workers on U.S.- Affiliated Island," The Washington
Post, 24 May 1999, sec. A, 6.
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J(araD label. Mrs. Lai claimed that because she tried to assert her rights under federal

labor law she was a victim of retaliation. An unionized factory under the ownership of
Chung S. Choe, in 1990 hired Mrs.Lai. Mrs. Lai claimed that she often worked 60 hour
weeks and never received payment for overtime hours and supervisors locked the
bathrooms to force workers to keep sewing. Mrs. Lai did not complain until 1997,
because she was earning $6.50 an hour, better payment than other factories in Chinatown.
In 1997, Mrs. Lai was not permitted to talk on the telephone to her sick daughter. Mrs.

Lai filed a lawsuit when she was laid off a few months later for unpaid overtime wages.
The companies settled with a payment of cash. Seven other workers who worked for
Mrs. Choe sued Donna Karan for 2 15,000 dollars in unpaid overtime wages. I 59 On
Madison Avenue near sixth street in New York, a crowd gathered outside the Donna
Karan store. The crowd burned DKNY shirts and waved signs with slogans like "Donna
Karan: Sweatshop Queen." The National Mobilization Against Sweatshops, organized the
demonstration.

159Edward Wong, "A Seamstress Sues Donna Karan, Claiming Retaliation for a Lawsuit,"

New York Times, 26 December 1999, sec. 14CY, 6.
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Chapter Five:
Solutions II: Students, Unions, Consumers
American colleges and universities have also begun to fight the battle against
sweatshops. Companies such as Fruit of the Loom, Gear, Champion and Nike are all

part ofthe 2.5 billion dollar collegiate licensing industry. 160 Schools from Ohio State to
Harvard have become aware that licensing their names and logos to outside parties is
highly profitable. For example, a University of Wisconsin baseball cap sells for
approximately $19.55. $1.50 is paid to the University of Wisconsin per hat that is sold.
Only 8 cents is paid to the Dominican Republican worker that made the baseball cap,
reported UNITE. 161 Along with profit comes added responsibilities. Universities are
being held accountable for the conditions of the factories in Third World countries.
Between two and three percent of the entire apparel market consists of college logo
clothing. The Collegiate Licensing Corporation (CLC) is a trademark company that acts
as a middleman for Reebok, Champion, Nike, and more than one hundred eighty
·universities. The Collegiate Licensing Corporation's code of conduct tries to guarantee
that their products are not made under sweatshop conditions.
At Duke University, Students Against Sweatshops took part in a thirty-one hour
sit-in to convince administrators that a stronger code of conduct is needed. The students
have expressed that the CLC code of conduct does not include important details. The
students want the location of factories to be revealed in order for human rights
organizations to monitor the working environments. Another aspect that the students are
not satisfied with is the fact that the code does not require a living wage for workers. The

16°Richard Applebaum and Peter Dreier, "The Campus Anti-Sweatshop Movement,"
American Prospect 46 (September/October 1999): 71-78.
161Jennie Capellaro, "Students for Sweat-Free Sweatshirts," The Progressive 63 (April
1999): 16.
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students want workers who are producing university logo garments to earn a living wage.
Duke's President Nannerl Keohane signed the CLC with the promise to withdraw on
January 1,2000 if the code did not change to requiring all475 suppliers to disclose their
factory locations. Nike decided to list 41 factory locations in 11 factories on its Website
(www.nikebiz.com) in October 1999. Nike's disclosure is "testament to the kind of
leverage we can have through our universities," said USAS coordinator Eric Brakken.l62
At first, administrators were not willing to share the locations ofthe factories with the
students. The CLC decided to write a uniform code with the help of a task force made up
of officials representing fourteen schools. 163 Duke University did agree to share the list
with its students who can give information to human rights groups that track abuse of
garment workers. Duke University earns an estimated $600,000 a year from royalties on
licensed products. Duke University has 700 licensees that produce apparel at hundreds of
plants in the United States and in more than ten foreign countries. Twenty-five million
dollars in sales is generated every year. 164 The University of Arizona, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Harvard, Cornell, and Brown are drafting similar codes.

II
I
'

Recently, 56 universities from all over the United States have become members
ofFLA. 165 The Council for Economic Priorities (CEP), FLA, and the American Apparel
Manufactures Association (AAMA) all have different criteria for ending sweatshops.
Each ofthem has a code of conduct that involves issues such as safety, child labor, and
overtime hours. The CEP is labeled the most stringent because it requires a living wage.
The FLA only requires companies to match the local garment industry' s wage. The
weakest code is that of AAMA, because its companies only have to pay the legal

162Mary Beth Marklein, "Sweatshops Foes Form Alliance of Universities," USA Today,
20 October 1999, sec.D, 4.
I63Kim Clark, "Apparel Makers Move South," Fortune (24 November 1997): 62.
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miJilinum wage, which many times is not a living wage. The AAMA and CEP take a
factory based monitoring program approach. Auditing firms do the monitoring. AAMA

and CEP allow every factory that passes the audit is to tell the public that they are
"sweatshop free". The FLA on the other hand, has internal monitoring systems to ensure
that the code of conduct is being carried out. Thirty percent of the company' s factories
are audited randomly in the first three years and only ten percent in the years following.
Critics of the FLA point out that random spot checks by outside monitors do not mean
that labor abuses are not occurring. 166
On Aprill5 ,1999, United Students Against Sweatshops (USAS) which represents
students from one hundred colleges, insisted that universities stop supporting FLA and
create a better monitoring plan. Students demanded the right to know the location of
foreign-owned factories so that labor and human rights groups can independently monitor
factories. They also demanded a living wage; so seeming that workers can buy basic
necessities is also an issue that students want resolved. A monitoring system has to be
practiced by a large majority of the United States apparel industry to be effective. Phillips
·Van Heusen , Nike, Reebok, and Liz Claiborne have become members of FLA. 167
The Association of Collegiate Licensing Administration (ACLA) represents 160

I
I

schools in a two billion dollar industry. In 1996, the University ofNorte Dame decided

I

that it would not contract with companies that violated labor standards set by the
university. The ACLA task force shaped their policy after Duke's code, which requires
that factories be monitors with unannounced visits conducted by independent
investigators.168 Notre Dame, which will bring in an estimated several million dollars a
year from royalties, was the first to draft a code. The code prohibits forced and child

I66Aaron Bernstein, "Sweatshop Reform: How to Solve the Standoff," Business Week (3
May 1999): 186.
167Ibid.
168Mary Beth Marklein, "Colleges Apply Conduct codes to Logo Sweatshops," USA
Today, 1 June 1998, sec D, 1.
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Jabor, and regular work weeks that exceed sixty hours. Brown and Duke are also looking
for methods to make sure that their codes are followed. 169
Administration building sit-ins at Georgetown, Michigan, Duke, and Wisconsin
have proved to be successful in convincing officials to require higher standards from their
licensees. In 1997, the University of Michigan had $5.7 million in licensing royalties,
which made it the leader among the 171 schools that are members ofthe CLC. The
University of Wisconsin's senior Eric Beekman was a co-leader at a 97 hour sit-in held at
the university's chancellor's office. He said," The people who are making these
garments bearing our logo are our age and, in many cases, women. There is a special
sense of solidarity because of that. When we enter the university, we graduate with a
chance of having a better life. For these young women in those factories four years later,
they are not necessarily going to be any better off or have that same kind of chance for a
better life." 170
Students at various campuses have been using creative energy to get the message
out to their peers about sweatshops. Brown University hosted a "sweatshop fashion
show". At Yale, students held a "knit-in" doing needle work at the center ofthe campus.
The University of California at Santa Barbara held a mock fashion show. Speakers
presented data on sweatshops while people walked down the catwalk. 171 Students at the
University of Wisconsin dressed like sweatshop workers in Indonesia and carried a giant
Reebok shoe during a homecoming parade. The activists presented the chancellor with an
enlarged check for 16 cents to make the point that 16 cents is what Chinese workers get
paid an hour in Nike shoe factories. 172 The Archdiocese of Newark, New Jersey, has

!69 "Capitalism 101 ," Wall Street Journal, 30 November 1998, sec. A, 22.
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begun to teach students through learning modules in grades seven through twelve about
tabor issues and the unfairness of sweatshops. Principal Jennifer Huegel at the St.John
Nepomucene Grammar School in North Berge~ New Jersey, reported that she has
noticed the students trying to shop "sweatshop free" and are checking brands according to
the New Jersey Department of labor to see if it is a good idea to buy a certain brand. The
Archdiocese asked for assistance from government agencies to investigate school uniform
vendors for their compliance with laws and fair labor standards. 173
Yale University was the first destination of a cross-country speaking tour that
includes a student-made video of two garment workers from apparel factories in El
Salvador. 174 Two Dominican Republic women who worked for BJ&J, a Korean
subcontractor that produces many baseball caps, were sponsored by UNITE to visit
Rutgers, Bro~ Harvard, Cornell, and Georgetown. The women told audiences about
the teen-age girls who are in the work force. Employers often slapped and forced workers
to work overtime. Workers can be dismissed at any tin1e. 175 On September 22, 1999,
Lorena del Carmen Hernandez and Blanca Ruth Palacios, two former workers ofKathie
-Lee Gifford sweatshops in El Salvador, spoke of their working environments. It is
common for young women to work eleven hours a day for 60 cents an hour. The women
are fired if they make complaints and threatened with death ifthey dare to form a union.
USAS featured the news conference. 176
UNITE funded one thousand summer internships over the past three years.
Students work on union projects. Tico Almeida, a twenty-two year old senior at Duke in
1997, interned at UNITE's Garment Workers Justice Center located in New York City.

173Laurie F. Callah~ "Fighting the Good Fight Against Sweatshops," Momentum 30
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He worked undercover for a short period of time in a Brooklyn apparel factory. He
claimed that his boss told him to not tell the truth about earning $4 an hour and long hours
to Labor Department inspectors. In October 1997, Almeida and three of his peers held a
''week of conscience." They put coloring books in large lecture halls. A cheerleader and
the school's Blue Devil mascot urged students to request that factories disclose their
locations. Middlebury senior Alex Zwerdling and five other students, including two from
the University ofKentucky and University of Arkansas, spent two weeks in the summer of
1999 in El Salvador. They met with local labor organizers and factory workers. The
students had translators who helped them understand the workers' struggles. Workers that
attempted to create a union received death threats. Factory workers did not earn enough
money to keep their children properly fed .l77
Unions have a history that dates back to the 18th century. Eleven representatives
from four cities in 1900 created the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union to
protect the interest of at the time immigrant workers. 178 The International Ladies'
Gannent Workers' Union ILGWU in the late 1970s was the first union to go on national
· television to promote keeping American manufacturing jobs in the United States. Their
television advertising campaign included the slogan "Look for the Union Label," which
made ILGWU a household word. 179 The ILGWU had established justice centers in San
Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York that offer English classes and help with immigrant
and worker rights. The union fought for stronger legislation to end sweatshops and keep
domestic manufacturing jobs. 180

In 1990, the IGL WU secured job protection for
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Maidenform Inc. employees in West Virginia and New Jersey plants that were scheduled
to close over a two-year span of time. Maidenform decided to maintain a quarantined
level of employment for one or two years at the plants and also include severance
payments and continued health benefits after the plants closed. The union helped 1,000
Maidenform workers. 181
In 1994, there was a forty-day strike at Leslie Fay Cos., a women' s apparel
manufacturer. Federal bankruptcy Judge Tina Brozrnan approved a three-year contract
signed by ILGWU and Leslie Fay Cos. to end the strike at the New York apparel
maker. 182 The strike began because Lesile Fay in attempt to rise out of Chapter eleven
bankruptcy informed the union that it would be closing most of its American
manufacturing operations. 1,500 of 1,800 unionized workers from twelve factories in five
states participated. l8 3 On June 2, the union encouraged a consumer boycott of major
retailers that carried clothes produced by Leslie Fay Cos. Union leaders pointed out the
fact that the company was taking 1,200 jobs from the United States and giving them to
workers in the Caribbean and the Far East because oflow wages. William J. Usery,
former Secretary ofLabor held mediation sessions. Under the terms of the pact, 600 out
of 1,000 unionized workers in Pennsylvania for one year would be saved. The
Department of Labor ordered Leslie Fay provide 2.3 million dollars in severance pay for

fired workers and establish a joint committee. An additional one hundred and fifty
workers at a cutting and sample making facility in New York were granted a 4 percent
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wage increase during the first year and three percent increase in the second and third
year.I84
In 1941 , the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, which later became part
of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union (ACTWU), was the first to
negotiate employer paid industry health and life insurance program. The union also
founded union sponsored day care and health care centers and unemployment programs
for members. Less than 10 percent of the textile work force is unionized. 185 In 1994,
ACTWU and Health-Tex, a leading manufacturer of children' s clothing ended a three-day
strike. A three year agreement that included 1,200 workers in Warrenton, Georgia ,
Centerville, Alabama and Danville, West Virginia. The contact prohibited the company
from sending out work to foreign contractors unless all of the employees were
working. 186
On February 20, 1995, the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers' Union
and the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union announced that they planned to
combine as one union. Both unions contributed a combined sum of 10 million dollars to
the partnership to start the new effort. The organization's name is UNITE, or Union of
Needletrades, Industrial and Textile Employees. 355,000 members make up UNITE.
ILGWU had 155,000 members and ACTWU had 200,000 members. UNITE represents
the largest formation of two unions in the United States.
A Department ofLabor investigation at 94 New York sewing contractors in
December on 1997 discovered minimum or overtime wage violations at 63 percent of
them The investigators also found that 75 percent of the twenty shops represented by
UNITE had violations compared to 59 percent of nonunionized shops. UNITE
Spokesperson Jo-Ann Mort strongly blames competitive pressures on wages from less
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developed countries and prices set by retailers for abuses in unionized firms. The Labor
Department of investigators expressed that industry monitoring programs may be more
helpful to garment workers than unions. In the state of California less than one percent of
garment workers are members of a union. A 1997 survey conducted by the Department of
Labor discovered that in the San Francisco area, where manufacturers are attempting to
follow monitoring programs, 68 percent of nonmonitored shops and 87 percent of
monitored shops are in compliance. In San Bernardino at Sorrento Mills 42 out of 50
workers voted to decertifY UNITE. They felt that the union would do little if anything to
help their wages or working environments. 187
The goal of National Labor Committee (NLC), a New York based group, is to
target sweatshop conditions in the United States and in foreign countries by exposure.
NLC conducted a survey in 1998 on Wal-Mart outlets in eleven states. Their findings
claimed that 85 percent ofthe private label clothing and accessories had be produced
abroad, in comparison with an "industry average" of 50 to 60 percent. The NLC's
director, Charles Kernaghan, stated that of more than 19,000 garments with the Kathie
· Lee Gifford name 89 percent were assembled in foreign factories, often in Indonesia and
Mexico. Kernaghan said the survey indicated "a large shift" recently toward Mexico,
where garment workers make about 50 to 54 cents an hour. A currency crash in Indonesia
has brought wages down to approximately 9 or 10 cents an hour. The Wal-Mart slogan,
"Bring it home to the U.S.A," is often displayed in stores along with American flags to
gather support for United States made products. Kernaghan said in a telephone interview
with NLC that the slogan "is really a lie and that Wal-Mart is taking more jobs offshore
that the rest of the industry." Wal-Mart received a challenge by NLC to announce to the
American public their foreign factories locations where clothing is sewn including Kathy

187Joel Kotkin, "A Union' s War on Workers," Wall Street Journal, 9 December 1997,
sec. A, 22.
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Lee Guilford's line of clothes. Independent and human rights groups could check the
working conditions ifthey knew the locations. Fortune Magazine in 1998 ranked
Wal-Mart as the world's largest private employer, with an estimated 825,000 employees
worldwide. 188
UNITE and NCL have declared October 4th as a ''National Day of Conscience to
End Sweatshops," part of the Stop Sweatshop Campaign. These groups have also asked
consumers to think about where the goods the they buy are made and under what
conditions. The unions are asking consumers to make holiday shopping a season of
conscience. 189 It is not clear whether consumers would pay more for garments labeled
sweatshop-free if companies raised their prices to provide workers with better working
conditions. "In our higher minded moments, we as consumers say, 'Yes, its a bad thing to
have little children manufacturing Nike sneakers,"' said Wendy Liebmann, president of
WSL Strategic Retail consulting group. "But if the price goes up from $ 120 to $140, it's
like, 'wait a minute, I still want the $120 sneakers." 19° Companies may be able to charge
higher prices for clothes that are made in sweatshop free factories, just as they do for
environmentally friendly products. But today, "its naive to think the public will pay more
because someone says their product is made with the right labor conditions," said Reebok
International Ltd. CEO Paul Fireman. "It's up to the manufacturers to take
responsibility." 191 Louis Harris and Associates for National Consumers League,
conducted a survey in 1999. Seventy-seven percent of adults said that if products had
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labels claiming that they were produced without child labor they would look for the label.

55 percent said they would spend more for the item; 43 percent would not spend more;
and 2 percent were undecided. 192 Marymount University in Arlington, Virginia had a
conference called the Academic Search for Sweatshop Solutions in 1997. Alexis Herman,
the United States Secretary of Labor, spoke at the conference supported by the AAMA,
the National Retail Federation, UNITE, and many other manufacturers. The 1997 San
Francisco Garment Industry Survey conducted by the Department of labor and the State
of California. Herman said, "The message is clear: monitoring works and it works
especially well on behalf of American garment workers." The study showed that firms that
have monitors had a rate of 87 percent compliance contrasted to 68 percent of firms that
did not have monitors. !93 In 1996, Maymount conducted a public attitude survey which
found that four out of five consumers that were part ofthe study would quit shopping at
stores selling goods made under sweatshop conditions. More than 80 percent surveyed
said that they would be willing to pay and an additional one to twenty dollars per item if
the garment was guaranteed to be made in decent conditions. Consumers, stated that
price, quality and style are important considerations. Arthur Heffuer, Phillips Van
Heusen's logistics vice president said major manufacturers are increasingly concerned
about the location and working conditions of their factories. Heffuer said," It is amazing
how ignorant some manufacturers were a few years ago. Media reports have had an
impact, consumer concern may be the key to getting these issues resolved." 194 A JC
Penney shopper told the Chicago Tribune that she did not want to be an "ugly American."
She said, "Maybe these people are in sweatshops, but, on the other hand, maybe they
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would otherwise... Do we have a right to tell them what their rights should be?".l95

195"Perspiration-free," The Wall Street Journal, 16 April1997, sec.A, 18.
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Conclusion

Sweatshops are a reality in this new millennium. This paper presented information
on the existence of sweatshops and what efforts are being made around the world to stop
them from existing. Each garment worker regardless of race or gender deserves the right
to feel safe and secure. Safety equipment, adequate air ventilation, access to bathrooms,
meal breaks, a living wage, paid overtime, and vacation time are not outrageous requests
for employers to fulfill. However, these policies are violated in sweatshops daily
throughout the world.
Sweatshops exist and thrive on American soil. Many illegal immigrants toil away
in dark abandoned apartment buildings and warehouses. When they were in their
homelands, the American dream seemed to be attainable through hard work and careful
planning. Unfortunately, this dream is often shattered upon arrival. Voyage fees can take
years to repay. Garment factory managers have no loyalty or sympathy towards their
employees. Fear ofbeing deported silences the workers.
Sweatshops rob some American children of their childhood' s. Education is
supposed to fill the weekdays of children' s lives. Playing is not an option for children that
sew in unventilated rooms for a few dollars. Poverty has forced some parents into
desperation. Not very many parents want to have to depend on their children' s earnings
to help pay for dinner. Discovering exploitation of children and adults in the American
garment industry serves as a common goal amongst human rights, labor, and religious
groups. Uncovering the location of sweatshops proves to be an ongoing challenge.
United States garment companies such as Disney, have moved their production
operations offshore to foreign countries with high poverty levels. People that are hungry
are less likely to have the energy to unite and demand improvements in working
conditions. Countries with high unemployment rates tend to have employees that want to

-
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hold on to their job despite unfair treatment. Sweatshop operations take advantage of the
endless supply of applicants and avoid spending money on safety equipment and ensuring
a living wage. Increasing profits are put above human dignity. Workers are paid only a
fraction of what the finished product sells for. Basic necessities such as food, shelter, and
transportation are difficult to afford.
Mexico has not been the same since the passage ofNAFTA in 1994. Mexico's
border cities have water shortages, pollution and high crime rates. American garment
companies realize they can increase their profits by producing items in Mexico.
Management forces employees to work overtime for low wages in unsafe conditions.
Mexican children participate in the garment workforce even though the law prohibits child
labor. Officials in Central Mexico offer United States garment companies cheap land and
tax incentives to promote growth. As a result, Mexico 's garment producing industry
surpasses all countries.
Monitoring garment factories is one way to battle sweatshops. A challenge for
garment officials is to decide on which monitoring plan to use. The SA 8000 has
supporters and critics. Human rights groups feel that independent monitoring and
interviewing employees away from the factory is more effective than internal monitoring.
Spot checks at garment factories expose sweatshop conditions. Garment companies
should disclose their locations to the public. The public has a right to know where their
clothing is made and under what circumstances.
College and University students have taken action to bring attention to
sweatshops. Members ofUnited Students Against Sweatshops (USAS) force school
officials to take responsibility for garments bearing school logos. Students demand to
know the locations of sweatshops in Third World countries and for workers to receive
living wages. This organization draws national attention and helps citizens become aware
of problems in the garment industry.
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Unions have the strength to bring positive change. UNITE fights to keep domestic
manufacturing jobs and pushes for stronger legislation to end sweatshops. UNITE gives
USAS advice on how to channel their energy in the battle against sweatshops. UNITE
also joins forces with the National Labor Committee (NLC) to expose sweatshops in
America and aboard. UNITE and NLC' s Stop Sweatshop Campaign encourages
consumers to think about their purchases. When unions, government and consumers work
together progress will be made. No one deserves to be exploited.
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